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Appendix 4: Approach of the Cairngorms NPPP
Outcomes and Policies
Table 42 provides details of the policy
approach of the final NPPP and its evolution
since the public consultation in June –
September 2016.
For further details on the outcome of the
consultation, see the Summary Report of
Consultation Responses, published
December 2016:
http://cairngorms.co.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2017/01/ConsultationOverview-Report-Completev.0.3.pdf
Table 42 The Development of outcomes and policies of the Cairngorms National Park Partnership Plan 2017-2022

Consultation Document Preferred Options

Outcomes & Policies of Final Plan
Outcomes

Long Term Outcome 1: A sustainable economy supporting thriving
businesses and communities

Renamed Long Term Outcome 3

Long Term Outcome 2: A special place for people and nature with
natural and cultural heritage enhanced

Renamed Long Term Outcome 1

Long Term Outcome 3: People enjoying the Park through outstanding
visitor and learning experiences

Renamed Long Term Outcome 2
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Consultation Document Preferred Options

April 2017

Outcomes & Policies of Final Plan
Policies

Policy 1.1

Renamed Policy 3.1

Grow the economy of the Park by strengthening existing business
sectors, supporting business start-ups and diversification, and
increasing the number of workers employed in the Park through:

Policy wording amended as follows:

a) supporting the diversification of existing landbased businesses;
b) encouraging growth of business sectors that draw on the special
qualities of the Park such as sustainable tourism and food and
drink;
c) broadening the economic base of the Park into sectors such as
creative industries, renewable energy, and making stronger links
with higher and further education;
d) increased provision for business land where there is an identified
need and demand; and to support the use of land for small
business, particularly within settlements;
e) slowing outward migration of young people; to encourage their
return; and the inward migration of workers to the Park to meet
business and community needs;
f) provision of a housing land supply that meets identified need and
demand, supports migration of young people and workers to the
Park, and maintains vibrant communities;
g) securing ways to reduce the proportion of vacant and second
homes to support community vibrancy and ensure the overall
housing supply best meets local needs.

Grow the economy of the Park by strengthening existing business
sectors, supporting business start-ups and diversification, and increasing
the number of workers employed in the Park through:
a) maintaining the population of the National Park and
maintaining or growing the proportion of the working age
population;
b) supporting the diversification of existing land based businesses;
c) encouraging growth of business sectors that draw on the special
qualities of the Park such as sustainable tourism and food and drink;
d) broadening the economic base of the Park into sectors such as
creative industries, renewable energy, and making stronger links with
higher and further education;
e) increased provision for business land where there is an identified
need and demand; and to support the use of land for small business,
particularly within settlements;
f) slowing outward migration of young people; to encourage their
return; and the inward migration of young people and workers to
the Park to meet business and community needs;
g) provision of a housing land supply that meets identified need and
demand, supports migration of young people and workers to the
Park and maintains vibrant communities;
h) securing ways to reduce reducing the proportion of vacant and
second homes to support community vibrancy by ensuring that new
housing development and ensure the overall housing supply
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Consultation Document Preferred Options

April 2017

Outcomes & Policies of Final Plan
best meets local needs;
i) maximising the proportion of new housing development
that is affordable in perpetuity.

Policy 1.2

Renamed Policy 3.2

Enable sustainable patterns of settlement growth, infrastructure and
communications by:

Policy wording amended as follows:

Enable sustainable patterns of settlement growth development,
infrastructure and communications while maintaining the integrity
a) consolidating the role of the existing main settlements of
of designated sites by:
Aviemore, Ballater, Grantown-on-Spey, Kingussie and
Newtonmore, as well as new community at An Camas Mòr, as the a) consolidating the role of the existing main settlements of Aviemore,
most sustainable places for future growth and the focus for
Ballater, Grantown-on-Spey, Kingussie and Newtonmore, as well as
housing land supply while maintaining the integrity of designated
new community at An Camas Mòr, strategic settlements
sites;
identified in the current and future Local Development
b) providing any additional flexibility in future land supply for housing
Plans as the most sustainable places for future growth and the focus
at small sites around a wider range of settlements;
for housing land supply while maintaining the integrity of designated
c) supporting sensitively designed improvements to the A9 and other
sites;
trunk roads and main railway line as an integral part of enhancing
b) providing any additional flexibility in future land supply for housing at
the connectivity of the Highlands;
small sites around a wider range of settlements;
d) planning and improving integrated and sustainable local transport
c) supporting sensitively designed improvements to the A9 and other
networks that allow for safe travel off-road and link with public
trunk roads and main railway line as an integral part of enhancing the
transport;
connectivity of the Highlands;
e) planning and supporting improvements to the information
d) planning and improving integrated and sustainable local transport
technology network;
networks that allow for safe travel off-road and link with public
f) planning and supporting improvements to the mobile
transport;
communications network that improve access to new generation
e) planning and supporting improvements to the information
technology and minimise the need for visually intrusive
technology network;
infrastructure.
f) planning and supporting improvements to the mobile
communications network that improve access to new generation
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Consultation Document Preferred Options

April 2017

Outcomes & Policies of Final Plan
technology and minimise the need for visually intrusive
infrastructure.

Policy 1.3

Renamed Policy 3.3

Support development of a low carbon economy, with a particular focus Policy wording amended as follows:
on:
Support development of a low carbon economy, with a particular focus
a) increasing renewable energy generation, especially biomass and
on:
hydro, that is compatible with conserving the special qualities of
a) increasing renewable energy generation, especially biomass and
the National Park and maintaining the integrity of designated sites.
hydro, that is compatible with conserving the special qualities of the
Large-scale wind turbines are not compatible with the landscape
National Park and maintaining the integrity of designated sites. Largecharacter or special landscape qualities of the National Park. They
scale wind turbines are not compatible with the landscape character
are considered inappropriate within the National Park or where
or special landscape qualities of the National Park. They
outside the Park they adversely affect its landscape character or
are considered inappropriate within the National Park or where
special landscape qualities;
outside the Park they adversely affect its landscape character or
b) supporting businesses and communities to use less energy, reduce
special landscape qualities;
emissions, improve the energy efficiency of existing buildings,
b) supporting businesses and communities to use less energy, reduce
generate low impact renewable energy and plan for a changing
emissions, improve the energy efficiency of existing buildings,
climate;
generate low impact renewable energy, reduce, reuse and recycle
c) maximising the benefits to communities through direct use of
resources, and plan for a changing climate;
locally generated energy or where sold to the grid, reinvesting
c) maximising the benefits to communities through direct use of locally
income to support community development;
generated energy or, where sold to the grid, reinvesting income to
d) promoting high standards of sustainable design and efficient use of
support community development;
energy and materials in construction.
d) promoting high standards of sustainable design and efficient use of
energy and materials in construction.

Policy 1.4

Renamed Policy 3.4

Support and build the capacity of communities to deliver their
aspirations, with a particular focus on:

No further changes.
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Consultation Document Preferred Options

April 2017

Outcomes & Policies of Final Plan

a) supporting communities to plan for their own futures, develop and
implement projects, engage the support of partners and share
good practice;
b) supporting innovative approaches to providing affordable housing
to meet local needs;
c) aligning community planning processes to simplify support to
communities;
d) engaging communities effectively in the long term management of
the National Park and in projects or programmes that affect them.
Policy 2.1

Renamed Policy 1.1

The management and use of land should deliver multiple benefits –
delivering the best possible combination of the National Park
Partnership Plan’s long-term outcomes, always ensuring that the
integrity of designated sites is maintained; and that the special qualities
are conserved and, where possible, enhanced. This will be supported
by:

Policy wording amended as follows:

a) a long-term planned approach by landbased businesses to
delivering environmental, economic and social benefits;
b) support for land managers to plan and deliver environmental and
social benefits underpinned by sound economic businesses;
c) research to support an ecosystems approach to management.

Policy 2.2

The management and use of land should deliver multiple benefits –
delivering the best possible combination of the National Park Partnership
Plan’s long-term outcomes, always ensuring that the integrity of
designated sites is maintained; and that the special qualities are conserved
and, where possible, enhanced public interest priorities set out in
the Partnership Plan in conjunction with private objectives. This
will be supported by:
a) a long-term planned approach by land based businesses to delivering
environmental, economic and social benefits;
b) support for land managers to plan and deliver environmental and
social benefits underpinned by sound economic businesses;
c) research to support an ecosystems approach to management
options;
d) linking land management planning with community action
planning.
Renamed Policy 1.2
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Enhance the resilience of habitats, species and land use to climate
change with a particular focus on:
a) collaborating on land use and flood management, including natural
flood management, through river catchment management plans;
b) enhancing the health and connectivity of habitats;
c) securing effective management of peat and carbon-rich soils.

April 2017

Outcomes & Policies of Final Plan
Policy wording amended as follows:
Enhance the resilience of habitats, species and land use to climate change,
pest and disease risks, with a particular focus on:
a) collaborating on land use and flood management, including natural
flood management, through river catchment management plans;
b) enhancing the health and connectivity of habitats;
c) expanding woodland on appropriate soils;
d) securing effective management protection and sustainable
management of peat and carbon-rich soils and restoring them
where they are degraded.
All proposals to deliver these objectives will always ensure that
the integrity of designated sites is maintained.

Policy 2.3

Renamed Policy 1.3

Conserve and enhance the special landscape qualities with a particular
focus on:

Policy wording amended as follows:

a)
b)
c)
d)

conserving and enhancing wildness qualities;
maintaining and promoting dark skies;
enhancements that also deliver habitat improvements;
enhancing opportunities to enjoy and experience the landscapes of
the Park.
Policy 2.4
Conserve and enhance habitat quality and connectivity, with a
particular focus on:
a) woodland enhancement and expansion, especially montane, farm
and riparian woodlands;

No further changes.

Renamed Policy 1.4
Policy wording amended as follows:
Conserve and enhance habitat quality and connectivity while ensuring
the integrity of designated sites is maintained, with a particular
focus on:
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Consultation Document Preferred Options

Outcomes & Policies of Final Plan

b) wetland enhancement;
c) delivering a combination of ecosystem services including natural
flood management, carbon sequestration and storage, timber and
food production.

a) woodland enhancement and expansion, especially montane, farm
and riparian woodlands;
b) wetland conservation and enhancement;
c) protection and improvement of the water environment;
d) delivering a combination of ecosystem services including natural
flood management, carbon sequestration and storage, timber and
food production.

Policy 2.5

Renamed Policy 1.5

Conserve and enhance the species for which the Cairngorms National
Park is most important, with a particular focus on:

Policy wording amended as follows:

a) species whose conservation status is in decline or at risk;
b) tackling and reducing the impacts of invasive non-native species;
c) engaging people on species that are important in the National
Park.

April 2017

Conserve and enhance the species for which the Cairngorms National
Park is most important, with a particular focus on:
a)
b)
c)
d)

species whose conservation status is in decline or at risk;
tackling and reducing the impacts of invasive non-native species;
engaging people on species that are important in the National Park;
promoting biological recording of species in the Park.

Policy 2.6

Renamed Policy 1.6

Support collaboration across ownership boundaries and between
interests to reduce conflicts in species and wildlife management
including:

No further changes.

a) deer and moorland management;
b) wildlife crime;
c) species reintroductions.
Policy 2.7

Renamed Policy 1.7

Conserve and enhance the cultural heritage that helps to create the
sense of place and identity of communities within the Park by:

No further changes.
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Consultation Document Preferred Options

April 2017

Outcomes & Policies of Final Plan

a) protecting archaeological sites and their settings and promoting
understanding of their significance;
b) ensuring appropriate advice and investigation for archaeology is
used to inform proposals for land use change;
c) protecting and enhancing the built heritage and designed
landscapes;
d) promoting opportunities to enjoy and celebrate the cultural
heritage of the Park.
Policy 2.8

Renamed Policy 3.5

Enhance the design and sense of place in new development and existing Policy wording amended as follows:
settlements, in particular:
Enhance the design and sense of place in new development and existing
a) enabling new development which contributes positively to the
settlements, in particular:
sense of place;
a) enabling new development which contributes positively to the
b) promoting a high standard of sustainable design, energy efficiency,
sense of place;
sustainably sourced materials and construction in new
b) promoting a high standard of sustainable design, energy efficiency,
development;
sustainably sourced materials and construction in new
c) supporting the retention and enhancement of local character;
development;
d) facilitating the rehabilitation of redundant rural buildings and
c) supporting the retention and enhancement of local character;
recycling of resources;
d) facilitating the rehabilitation of redundant rural buildings and
e) ensuring road upgrades and improvements respond to local
recycling of resources;
landscape character.
e) ensuring road upgrades and improvements respond to local
landscape character;
f) promoting active travel and public transport provision,
reducing the reliance on the private car.

Policy 3.1

Renamed Policy 2.1

Provide a welcoming and high quality National Park experience for all

Policy wording amended as follows:
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Consultation Document Preferred Options
by:

April 2017

Outcomes & Policies of Final Plan
Provide a welcoming and high quality National Park experience for all by:

a) delivering a visitor/customer experience that spans organisational
boundaries;
b) providing high quality co-ordinated information setting visitor
experiences in the context of the National Park;
c) enhancing the provision of ranger services to deliver visitor
welcome and resource protection;
d) building on the National Park brand and the promise it delivers.

a) delivering a visitor/customer experience that spans organisational
boundaries;
b) providing high quality co-ordinated information setting visitor
experiences in the context of the National Park;
c) enhancing the provision of ranger services to deliver visitor
welcome and resource protection promote responsible access;
d) building on the National Park brand and the promise it delivers.

Policy 3.2

Renamed Policy 2.2

Promote sustainable tourism management with a particular focus on:

Policy wording amended as follows:

a) co-ordinated promotion and management of the Cairngorms
National Park as a visitor destination;
b) ensuring high quality facilities and infrastructure are designed to
manage the effects of visitor pressures on the natural heritage and
communities;
c) implementing and reviewing the strategy and action plan for
sustainable tourism in the Cairngorms National Park.

Promote sustainable tourism management with a particular focus on:

Policy 3.3

Renamed Policy 2.3

Provide high quality opportunities for access and recreation, with a
particular focus on:

Policy wording amended as follows:

a) ensuring a high quality functional network of core paths and long
distance routes;
b) promoting the health benefits of outdoor recreation;
c) identifying areas where particular management measures are

a) co-ordinated promotion and management of the Cairngorms
National Park as a visitor destination;
b) ensuring high quality facilities and infrastructure are designed to
manage the effects of visitor pressures on the natural heritage and
communities;
c) implementing and reviewing the strategy and action plan for in
sustainable tourism action plan for the Cairngorms National
Park.

Provide high quality opportunities for access and recreation while
maintaining the integrity of designated sites, with a particular
focus on:
a) ensuring a high quality functional network of core paths and long
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Consultation Document Preferred Options

Outcomes & Policies of Final Plan

needed in relation to delivering a high quality visitor experience,
safeguarding sensitive environments and maintaining the integrity
of designated sites;
d) promoting responsible behaviour in enjoying and managing access.

distance routes;
b) promoting the health benefits of outdoor recreation;
c) identifying areas where particular management measures are needed
in relation to delivering a high quality visitor experience whilst
safeguarding sensitive environments and maintaining the integrity of
designated sites.
d) promoting responsible behaviour in enjoying and managing access.

Policy 3.4

Renamed Policy 2.4

Provide opportunities for inspiration, learning and understanding
through engaging with people, with a particular focus on:

Policy wording amended as follows:

a) young people;
b) opportunities to deliver the curriculum for excellence;
c) promoting a sense of shared ownership and responsibility towards
Scotland’s National Parks and rural environment

Provide opportunities for inspiration, learning and understanding through
engaging with people, with a particular focus on:
a) young people;
b) opportunities to deliver support the delivery of the Curriculum
for Excellence and education beyond school;
c) Enhancing volunteering opportunities;
d) promoting a sense of shared ownership and responsibility towards
Scotland’s National Parks and rural environment.
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Spatial Priority Area
In May 2011 the communities of Glenlivet
and Tomintoul came together to kick-start
a regeneration project. The aim of the
project was to begin to tackle the issues
facing the area. The project produced a
Regeneration Strategy and Action Plan and
attracted the support and funding. The
NPPP 2012-17 supported this regeneration
project by identifying Tomintoul and
Glenlivet as a Spatial Priority Area.
A great deal of progress has been made
over the last few years. The communities in
the area have worked closely with the
partner organisations to produce a number
of successful projects and initiatives.
Recognising the investment that has gone
into the Tomintoul and Glenlivet area and
the fact that investment is programmed to
continue over the next few years, it has
been decided that a new Spatial Priority
area should be identified in the NPPP 201722. Evidence suggests that the Dalwhinnie,
Kingussie, Laggan and Newtonmore area is
most in need of support.

April 2017

North

Dalwhinnie,
Kingussie, Laggan &
Newtonmore spatial
Priority Area

Scale:
1:700,000
Figure 181 Dalwhinnie, Kingussie, Laggan & Newtonmore Spatial Priority Area.
Reproduced by permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of HMSO. © Crown copyright and database right 2017.
All rights reserved. Ordnance Survey Licence number 100040965 Cairngorms National Park Authority.
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